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M
ind Boosters can help you change your perception, improve 
self-image, evoke emotional and behavioral responses, and 
spark creative thinking. This artwork not only enlivens any 
room and redefine your living style but also helps you gain 
confidence, improve self-determination, decrease your level

of anxiety, and much more based on your individual needs.

Each Mind Booster title explains the effect of the image on your mind. 
Every image blossoms with its own temper, attitude, and infatuation, all 
of which characteristics may be interpreted through a combination of 

em-pirical stimuli and interpretive meanings of an observer. Despite the 

fact that experiences may alter your response to particular image 

properties and their combinations, there are general responses 

generated by certain properties of the image. It is important to 

understand how certain proper-ties of the image, its structure, and 

symmetrical organization influence our emotional responses.

Shapes symbolize certain things and are able to boost certain emo-

tional responses and set boundaries. They are able to organize 

informa-tion via obstructions and connectivity. Objects with soft curves 

convey different moods and emotions than objects with rough edges. 

Circles rep-resent completeness and promote a holistic perspective. 

Circles may en-courage a sense of contentedness, comfort, safety, 

and/or harmony. Squares and rectangles convey stability, formality, 

order, and limitations. Triangles are dynamic and confer a sense of 

movement. Based on how
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they are configured, they may represent either con-

flict or stability. They can additionally foster an impres-

sion of balance and self-revelation. Abstract shapes

may boost novelty and original ideas. Spirals are con-

ducive to creative thinking and original behavior.

Curves, depending on their rhythm and dynamic,

symbolize movement and change. Overlapping

shapes enhance a feeling of complexity and intercon-

nection.

Similarly, colors can unlock or enhance certain cre-
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ativity tendencies. As wavelengths of electromagnetic

energy, colors can set a certain mood, evoke partic-

ular senses, and even control the amount

and flow of energy in our mind. For instance,

certain shades of blue and green are asso-

ciated with openness and amplified creativ-

ity while certain shades elevate rejuvenation

and recovery. Green, which promotes psy-

chological balance and soothing, is able to

comfort you by instilling a sense of peace

and comfort. Blue is dream-like and tranquil.

While some shades imply calmness and

peace, others spur on rational thinking and

logic.

Various combinations of shapes, forms,

colors, textures, dynamic, patterns, and ef-

fects of these images can influence and en-

courage your innovative skills, flexible

thinking, and imagination. With this informa-

tion in mind, you can purposefully utilize cer-

tain image properties to unlock their

corresponding characteristics of creativity.

Mind-boosting tools such as this one have

an individual effect and are influenced by your

perception, personal characteristics, and expe-

rience. They should be combined with creativity

training, workshops, and continuous practical

exercises to maximize your potential and im-

prove everyday performance.

SEMIPRECIOUS STONE ART

Gemstones are believed to be able to influ-

ence our abilities. They may enhance one’s per-

ceptiveness, stimulate analytical capacity,

alleviate stress and exhaustion, promote imag-

ination, and boost original ideas. I combine

properties, shapes, and colors of semiprecious

stones to reduce emotional tension and boost

novelty. Coral, Perl, Amber, Peridot, Malachite,

Aventurine, Agate, Tiger’s eye, Citrine, Quartz,

Rhodonite, and other semiprecious stones are

incorporated into my images that support emo-

tional balance and promote imagination.

To achieve a desired effect from our semiprecious

mind boosters, I not only consider the cultural, histor-
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ical, and scientific recommendations for utiliz-

ing their natural characteristics but also com-

bine their properties. Color, shape, pattern,

texture, and other essential characteristics that

stimulate cognitive and emotional abilities

while maximizing emotional fitness and cre-

ative problem solving. Interactions of colors,

textures, and optical illusions flex the thought

process and bring imagination to the next level.

Symmetry, composition, balance, levels of

abstraction, density, and dynamic provoke

shifts in perception as well as an openness to

novelty. Despite the fact that past experiences

may alter your response to particular image

properties and their combinations, there are

general responses generated by certain prop-

erties of the image. It is important to under-

stand how certain properties of the image, its

structure, and symmetrical organization influ-

ence our emotional responses. Colors and

shapes can unlock or enhance certain creativ-

ity tendencies. Spirals are conducive to creative

thinking and original behavior. Curves, depending on

their rhythm and dynamic, symbolize movement and

change. Overlapping shapes enhance a feel-

ing of complexity and interconnection. Every

image containing various combinations of

these properties blossoms with its own tem-

per, attitude, and infatuation, all of which char-

acteristics may be interpreted through a

combination of empirical stimuli and interpre-

tive meanings of an observer. Every image ac-

tivates brain regions responsible for creative

thinking.

I recommend the Mind Booster images for

educational settings, health care facilities, cor-

porate offices, business headquarters, and

other environments. Wherever they are used,

they will help you stimulate the thought

process, prevent depression, improve deci-

sion-making, build self-esteem, and much

more.
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